
Public Services Comm Meeting Minutes, May 6, 2021. 6:00pm via Zoom 

Fees and Fines to Public Services 

Present: Bona(chair), Harpin, Oleskiewicz, Commissioner Lescarbeau, Admin Officer Ellison, media, 
and participants 

Meeting held via Zoom.  

Meeting started 7:09pm due to tech issues with conflicting meetings using same user account.  

Commissioner: sent an updated spread sheet and updated sheet.  

Cemetery – single grave lot, $400 to $450, perpetual care $150, 2 lots $800 to $900, perpetual care 300.  

Would like to see perpetual care go to $200. They are obsolete but can be purchased in groups.  

Price per lot will be the same. No bulk discounts. They can purchase lots side by side. These are resident 
only fee.  Non-resident will be higher.  

Proposing for $1000 per lot and $400 for perpetual care for non-residents. Adams does $850 lot and 750 
perpetual care and another $40 fee.  

Bona: why would not we want to be at least equal.  

Harpin: previously discussed $1200 and $400 for perpetual care for single lot only for nonresident.  

Oleskiewicz: saw much higher prices online in other communities as high as $4000 

Bona: compared to total funeral costs perpetual care is one of the smallest components of the funeral 
yet goes on forever.  

Commissioner: perpetual care is a trust fund. The money goes into the fund and the city only gets the 
interest to pay staff per year. Estimates its around $60k that covers about 1 person. They use three plus 
seasonal. Hillside doesn’t make much income as its full and now the city takes care of Blackinton. Some 
of the old lot fees were $25 and likely making pennies on the old perpetual care fees.  

Harpin: should we increase the non-resident fee.  

Commissioner: Funeral directors from outside area call the city to bury here since our prices are low.  

Oleskiewicz: how many non-resident do we get.  

Bona: the trend could change as other cemeteries fill up and no more land to bury. City added a number 
of lots, but when they are full, it’s full.  Charging the residents much less is a nice benefit for those that 
have lived here and paid local taxes.  

Questioned what the transfer of non-resident to resident? 

Ellison: Could not justify why that fee is there. A nonresident had its own fee anyway. All the transfer lot 
fees are obsolete. Residents can’t transfer the lot to a non-resident. The city buys it back for they 
purchased it for.  

 



Fee for a resident that purchased but than became a non-resident a $400 fee is added, but it’s not listed 
on the fee page.  

Commissioner: It’s called an Interment Fee.  

Harpin: example – mother pays 8 lots. She passes. 6 lots left. Sister in RI takes over other lots. What 
happens?  

Comm: no penalty. But there is a different burial fee, not a transfer fee.  

Harpin: eliminate the transfer fee and replace with interment fee.  

Bona: Other fees that should be added from repair of stones, etc.?  

Commissioner: city isn’t responsible for stones. City tries to find the family. City will do minor 
replacement. 

Bona explained a current situation with mausoleums but city isn’t responsible for them but can’t let 
them fall apart if families don’t maintain them.  

Ellison: discussed how interim fees are not part of ordinance and how admin can change them on their 
own.  

Harpin: How much in Interment Fee? 

Ellison: will find out. 

Bona: feel interment fee should be included with all fees.  

Ellison: will do research to make sure it can’t be prohibited from being on ordinances.  

Oleskiewicz: clarifying non-resident $1200 for lot, $400 for perpetual care.  

Bona: how many lots per year? 

Commissioner: 40-200 per year resident and non resident.  

Ellison: city only has access to the interest. More in the fund the more interest we gain. 

Harpin: non-resident $1200 for lot, $600 for perpetual care?  

Commissioner: city gets the interment/burial fee. Heater fee $150. Only thing in ordinance is price of lot 
and perpetual fee. None of the other cemetery fees are listed in the fee.  

Bona: would be nice to have it all together. 

Oleskiewicz: with purchase of city yard, how many did the city gain.  

Comm: 3500 singles and 300-400 where the old barn was. City sells more singles. More ash burials 
which a single lot can hold 4 urns. City should consider column buildings that hold ashes. Would be good 
around the pond where burials can’t happen.  

Bona: would like to wrap up as we get to the hour. Review and get answers to open questions. Come 
back for one more meeting.  

Oleskiewicz: confirming removing 8 and 12 lot purchases.  



Comm: correct.  

Ellison: Did we talk about the Clarksburg water connection. Update: must come out of the fee structure 
and negotiated annually with the town and city.  

Bona: can we still list it as “negotiation” on the list so future councilors can understand how its handled? 

Harpin: also wants to see Clarksburg sewer connection listed in some form. 

Oleskiewicz: motion to adjourn. 

Harpin: 2nd 

Meeting end 7pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


